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Phishing is the most common starting point of cyber breaches.

Almost every employee deals with emails day-in day-out. Since all it takes is for 
a criminal to have access to an email inbox to carry out a scam, email provides a 
convenient access point to intrude company networks.

THE THREAT OF PHISHING EMAILS
I N T R O D U C T I O N

This guide is for business owners, IT professionals, line managers and other 
stakeholders and decision makers who want to understand the risk posed by phishing 
emails to their business.

In order for your business to stay safe, protect its reputation and save valuable 
time and money, it is essential that phishing emails are understood and addressed 
throughout the company. This guide will introduce you to the forms that phishing 
emails take, why they succeed, and how your company can stay safe.

Phising is the #1 Cyber Threat

Why you need this guide

Why Your Business is  Vulnerable
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All  you need to know about the most dangerous
cyber attack

W H A T  I S  P H I S H I N G ?

Phishing is the use of deceptive emails to obtain sensitive information. Some 
of these are generic scams sent out by cyber criminals to as many recipients 
as they can reach. For example, the advance-fee scam involves an email 
from a supposedly wealthy person in a perilous situation, often in a volatile 
country. They ask the recipient to kindly forward some money to help them 
out of trouble, with the promise that it will be returned manyfold once the 
sender has ‘regained access to their funds’

Other phishing emails are more specific to the recipient. This is called spear 
phishing. In a spear phishing attack, the cyber criminal will do research 
into the recipient to find information that will make the scam more likely 
to succeed, such as names of vendors and business associates who the 
scammer could attempt to impersonate.

Phishing emails are
used to ....

Obtain sensitive information
such as trade secrets

Obtain personal information 
like bank account numbers and 
street addresses.

Infect your device with malware 
through malicious attachments.

Lead you to bogus websites.

Dupe you into making payments
to fake bank accounts.

Get you to pay fake invoices

Phishing emails are sent out by 
cyber criminals posing as legiti-
mate persons or businesses, such 
as banks or online file sharing 
services.

Anyone with access to an email 
account can create a phishing 
email, which is part of the reason 
why phishing has become such 
a worldwide epidemic in recent 
years.

Who sends out
phishing emails?

hello@it.ie
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Here’s How Cyber Criminals Succeed

W H A T  M A K E S  A  P H I S H I N G  A T T A C K  S U C C E S S F U L ?

Cyber criminals have a number of tricks up their sleeve that they deploy to 
make for highly- successful phishing scams. While a phishing email could 
take endless different forms, there are a few main elements that almost all 
successful phishing scams will contain.

Carrot or Stick

An offer too good to refuse 
- or a threat - is likely to 
grab a recipient’s attention.

Familiarity

Familiar domains, brand 
names and even names 
of colleagues are used to 
make scams appear safe.

Authority

Phishers often pose as 
banks or senior managers 
as authoritative senders 
grab the attention of users.

Urgency

Phishing emails claim to 
be urgent so users are 
less likely to think twice 
before clicking and act-
ing on them.

Timing

Cyber criminals time their 
emails carefully - for ex-
ample for Friday afternoon 
when users are more care-
free.

Lack of awareness

Employees that aren’t en-
rolled on phishing training 
or testing programmes are 
far more likely to fall for 
scams.

hello@it.ie
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Successful  scams happen in three steps
T H E  S T A G E S  O F  A  P H I S H I N G  A T T A C K

There is more to each phishing scam than just an email. 
To understand how phishing attacks work and how 
they can be counteracted, it is important to know how 
they are constructed before they are sent out to their 
targets.

From when a cyber criminal first plans an attack to 
when a user exposes their credentials there are three 
distinct stages in which the phishing attack takes place.

Information (Bait)

First, the cyber criminal gathers the necessary 
information to perform the attack. This could be as 
simple as finding an email used by a bank and copying 
it off, or as complicated as penetrating into a company 
network through a series of fake messages, calls and 
impersonations.

Promise (Hook)

In the second stage of a phishing attack, the criminal 
will come up with a ‘hook’ that will catch the attention 
of the victim. For example, this could be a message that 
warns the recipient that their bank account has had 
unusual activity - or an email from the company’s CEO 
asking for urgent help with making a payment.

Attack (Catch)

The third stage is where the phishing email is 
actually sent out, and the cyber criminal awaits the
victim’s response. Spam filters and the users’ knowledge 
of and ability to identify suspicious emails will be 
tested here.

hello@it.ie
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Here’s one of the most common emails

W H A T  D O E S  A  P H I S H I N G  E M A I L  L O O K  L I K E ?

Phishing emails can take on a huge number of different forms. 
However, some scams are far more popular than others, and often 
scams follow a few common trends.

This is an example of a phishing email that contains a fake invoice. 
These types of scams are extremely common in businesses of all 
types and sizes, since employees that handle payments every day 
are easy targets for a scam. The cyber criminal that sent this email 
is likely to have done research into the tools that the company 
uses - which is often easily done through social media such as 
LinkedIn - and sent a fake ‘invoice’ from one of the partners of the 
company. If the recipient had paid the invoice, the money would 
have been lost to the cyber criminal’s account.

hello@it.ie
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The fake sites used to harvest credentials

W E B S I T E  S P O O F I N G

Website spoofing is when a cyber criminal creates a website that 
looks identical to a real website page - usually a log-in page - in an 
attempt to harvest user credentials or other information.

An example of website spoofing

One of the most common website spoofs are for log-in pages to popular 
online services, such as Microsoft 365. A user may receive an email that 
claims to link them to a business resource, which leads them to what 
looks like a M365 log-in page. When the user enters their details, however, 
these fall right into the hands of the cyber criminal who created the page.

What happens when a user enters 
their details?

When a user enters their details, these 
will be sent directly to the cyber 
criminal. However, the user will likely 
not be aware that this has happened. 
Most spoofing pages are set up to 
redirect the user to the real log-in 
page after, so the user will likely think 
a temporary glitch has happened and 
re- enter their log-in details. They will 
then log in to the real service, 
completely unaware that their details 
were picked up by a cyber criminal in 
the middle.

hello@it.ie
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Tricking users in to taking action on less secure devices

Q R  C O D E  P H I S H I N G  A T T A C K S

QR code phishing also known as Quishing or QRishing, involves 
tricking someone into scanning a QR code using a mobile phone. 
The QR code then takes the user to a fraudulent website that might 
download malware or ask for sensitive information.

The QR code is a way to force a user to move from a desktop or 
laptop to a mobile device, that may have weaker antiphishing 
protections.

The example below is designed to target Microsoft users with the 
intention of stealing their Microsoft Login Credentials. 

hello@it.ie
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These are the most common scams
W H A T  A R E  T H E  D I F F E R E N T  T Y P E S  O F  P H I S H I N G ?

New phishing scams are created every single day, but the majority of scams fall into one 
- or more - of the main types. Here’s what the common different types of phishing are, 
and what they involve.

Spear Phishing Spear phishing emails are targeted at a specific group of people, such 
as employees of a specific company, and use information about them 
to make the scam more likely to succeed

Whaling attacks specifically target high-value targets such as 
CEOs and investors, called ‘whales’ due to their potential to 
access large funds and valuable information.

Whaling

Smishing Smishing, also known as SMS phishing, includes all phishing scams 
that take place over SMS and text-based messaging services.

These types of scams involve a cyber criminal impersonating the CEO 
of a company and sending out essages to employees, often asking 
them to make an urgent payment or hand over sensitive information.

CEO Fraud

Business Email
Compromise

In a BEC attack, a cyber criminal infiltrates messages sent between 
business partners, such as a endor and customer. These scams often 
involve the sending out of fake invoices to steal money.

Vishing, aka voice-based phishing, includes all phishing attacks 
that take place over telephone calls or other voice-based commu-
nications.

Vishing

Pretexting
Pretexting is the use of a made-up story to make a phishing scam more 
likely to succeed. This often involves the cyber criminal posing as a 
person in trouble who asks for ‘help’ from the target

This type of scam involves a cyber criminal posing as a well-known 
brand on social media, and replying to public messages of people 
complaining about their experiences with the brand, in an attempt 
to harvest private information.

Angler
phishing
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Phishing Facts & Figures

Google Phishing Attacks: 

P H I S H I N G  I N  N U M B E R S

Google saw a 1,560% increase in phishing pages in 2022, rising to the 
third spot in the most impersonated brands for phishing.

Phishing Pages: There was a 48% increase in phishing pages in 2022 compared to 2021.

Financial Services: This industry was the most impersonated in 2022, representing 34%
Of all phishing pages.

Microsoft and Google: These two brands accounted for more phishing pages than all other 
cloud brands combined.

Phishing Volumes: Every industry, excluding social media, contributed to the significant
increase in phishing pages in 2022.

Facebook: It remained the most impersonated brand, with Meta brands ac-
counting for 15% of all phishing pages.

hello@it.ie
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Take the essential  steps to stay safe

H O W  C A N  Y O U  P R O T E C T  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S  F R O M 
P H I S H I N G ?

While there’s almost no chance of stopping
phishing emails from hitting your company’s
in-boxes, you can significantly reduce the
chances of a successful breach by taking the
proper precautions.

The first step in reducing the risk posed by
phishing emails is taking the proper technical
measures. This means instituting a spam filter
to block emails that come from suspicious
sources or contain suspicious content, and
enabling security messages for users such as
banners that warn users when an email comes
from outside the company.

However, no technical measure can stop all
phishing emails. The second step to stopping
the threat of phishing is too often overlooked,
but is just as important. This involves
addressing the human factor: training
employees to understand the threat posed by
phishing, identify the signs of phishing, and to
take the proper precautions when they send 
or receive information over email.

hello@it.ie
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What is anti-phishing software?

Anti-phishing software is software that is designed to stop phishing emails 
from landing in users’ inboxes. This includes tools such as spam filters and 
AI-powered email scanners.

How to stop employees falling for phishing

While anti-phishing software is necessary for any business, it is not enough to 
stop employees from falling for phishing emails. No software can stop every 
scam from finding their way to user inboxes.

Training users on email security as well as identifying and correctly dealing 
with phishing emails is essential to secure your business against phishing and 
related cyber threats. It’s important that users are aware of common signs of 
phishing, such as look-alike domains and unusual requests, and that they take 
caution when receiving unexpected attachments or payment 
requests. 

Testing user response to phishing emails helps you understand the risk posed 
by phishing to your business. A phishing simulator lets you send realistic
phishing emails to your end users and gauge their response. In addition to
letting you assess the risk level, phishing simulations are also a great way for 
your users to learn and put their skills to practise, and often provide a better 
and a more retention-focused way to learn than a training course would be able 
to provide by itself. 

This is easily achieved with our effective Human Risk Management service. This 
service is a comprehensive solution that allows you to turn your weakest links 
into your best defence against cyber attacks. It is a gamified method of 
building a robust security posture with short engaging training modues and 
realistc phishing simulations, delivered at a frequency to suit you and your team.     
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